
Christine Lejtenyi has been a member of the Division of Allergy and Immunology since 
the early eighties, when it was a division that held clinics only two days per week, and 
the staff consisted of one full time immunologist one FT allergist and a group of 
community practitioners who would see patients one day per week.  In the late eighties, 
the allergist retired and the immunologist left for the US. Richard Hamilton asked 
Christine if she would consider a full-time hospital position and the rest is history. 
Christine has worked tirelessly as a clinician, shouldering the largest clinical load in a 
division that slowly grew to our current size. She continues to be the consummate 
clinician educator. Her calm, reassuring manner with patients, her encyclopedic 
knowledge of the allergy literature (sometimes we wonder if there is anything she hasn’t 
read!) and her extremely practical common sense approach to problems makes her a 
tremendous colleague and role model for all. She has long been the Clinical Director of 
the division of Allergy and Immunology, and took over as training program director in 
2009. This new challenge was handled with the same grace and calm as her work with 
patients.  
 
Although she may be the division member with the longest association with MCH, she is 
also the one with the most energy! She is a biking enthusiast, and in good weather (and 
maybe bad as well) regularly bikes in from Nun’s Island. She was a regular contributor  
to the Medical Emergency Department up until very recently, doing 3-4 shifts per month, 
staying late into the night so as not to transfer too much to the next shift.  She travels and 
enjoys her grandchildren and visiting her family in exotic places. Above all, Dr. Lejtenyi 
has provided us with an impressive physician role model and a gold standard for team 
player and academic clinician educator. She is always positive, always thoughtful and 
above all, always contributing, with a smile.  Thank you Chris and keep it up! 
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